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Intern

Venture Building & Business Development

// full time 
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“HHL DIGITAL SPACE – The HHL Digital Transformation

Platform” is the new tech incubator of HHL Leipzig

Graduate School of Management (HHL).

We focus on the creation of digital business models and

support early-stage startup teams and established

companies in their digitization, innovation, and

transformation activities.

Based on campus in Leipzig, HHL DIGITAL SPACE is the

platform in Saxony that combines excellent

entrepreneurship and tech competencies to build

businesses and are part of an superior network of

successful entrepreneurs, investors, and industry leaders.

HHL DIGITAL SPACE is part of the „EXIST-Potentiale“

program, funded by the Federal Ministry for Economic

Affairs and Engergy (BMWi).

WE ARE

DIGITAL SPACE is where entrepreneurs grow

HHL DIGITAL SPACE – The Digital Transformation Platform
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 You are structured and creative at the same time 

and carry an entrepreneurial mindset

 You gathered working experience 

(>3 months) in a start-up, consultancy or a VC firm

 You are in the later stages of your studies 

(Bachelor/Master) in management, information 

systems or engineering

 You communicate effectively in English / German 

language at a good level

 Professional handling of digital tools and virtual 

collaboration

YOUR PROFILEYOUR RESPONSIBILITY

Venture Building:

 You help building digital ventures in our structured 

12-week incubation program

 You coach teams in the validation and concept 

phase

 You prepare and conduct workshops and input 

sessions for agile working methods

 Chance to take ownership and responsibility from 

day one

 Flat hierarchies, ambitious team, and an 

entrepreneurial environment

 A solid salary, flexible hours, remote work  

 Start: ASAP

OUR OFFER

Be part of building the future tech incubator #1 and take the position:                           

Intern Venture Building & Business Development // full time 

Send your application (cover letter, CV, references) in one PDF to

Maurice Steinhoff: m.steinhoff@hhl.de

Business Development:

 You help to build and validate new offerings in the 

field of digitization, innovation, and transformation 

 You take part in customer and investor meetings to 

set up new projects

 You own and execute individual work streams to 

set up our portfolio

 You realize own ideas and bring them to life as a 

prototype

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mauricesteinhoff/
mailto:m.steinhoff@hhl.de

